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Healthy Relationship
4 Building
BLOCKS to a
Healthy
Relationship
Respect: Each person in the relationship
values their friend or partner for who he or she is as
an individual and should accept his/her feelings and
boundaries.
Trust: Each person in the relationship should
be able to trust her/his friend or partner and keep
levels of jealousy to a minimum. When trust is
violated through unwarranted suspicion or through
actual betrayal of trust, it might be time to
reconsider the relationship.

Honesty: This one goes hand-in-hand with
trust because it's tough to trust someone when one
of you isn't being honest. Have you ever caught
your friend or partner in a major lie? When a
partner or friend is dishonest in a relationship, the
other will have a lot more trouble believing him/her
and the trust will be on shaky ground.

Communication: Healthy relationships
require good communication. It is important to be
able to communicate feelings, needs, desires, and
concerns. Good communication means active
listening and language that is not aggressive or
accusatory. See the I-Statement box for a positive
way to express feelings.

Red Flags
—Signs of unhealthy or abusive relationships —

Does your Friend or Partner:
 put you down or others who are important to

you?
 treat children or pets abusively?
 cheat on you?
 accuse you of cheating or flirting?
 get physically ‘rough’ with you - i.e. shove, push,

pull, smack, restrain you?
 force you to have sex?
 refuse to listen to you or think s/he is always

right?
 tell you to shut up?
 threaten suicide as a way to get you to do

something?
 compare you unfavorably to others?
 lie to you?
 tell you that you’re crazy?
 tell you how to act or dress?
 blame everything on you?
abuse alcohol or drugs?

Do you:
 blame yourself for your friend or partner's

unhappiness?
 feel trapped or afraid to end the relationship with

your partner or friend?

*If you said yes to any of these and you feel you need to
talk, help is available. Please call The Haven Project at
the Alice Paul House at (724) 349-4444 anytime and/or
make an appointment with the Haven Project Clinician at
the IUP The Counseling Center at (724) 357-2621.

Stop by the Haven Project Awareness Table!

The “I-Statement”

Monday, February 11, 2013 @ Stapleton Library
2:00 PM– 6:30 PM

Try using I-Statements to help get your
thoughts and concerns across to your partner
or friend. These statements are effective
because they are constructed with a
respectful attitude and will convey your
feelings in a way that is not criticizing,
judging, or shaming.

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 @ the HUB near Einstein's
10:00 AM– 2:00 PM

EXAMPLE: "I feel very scared when you are
late coming home from work, because I worry
that something might have happened to you."
Note: Avoid Inserting "that" or "like"!
The phrases "I feel that...."-or "I feel like...."
are really expressions of thought, often an
opinion or judgment. The use of "I feel"
should always be followed by a feeling such
as "sad," "glad," or "afraid."
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Wednesday, February 13, 2013 @ Folger Dining Hall
2:00 PM– 6:30 PM
Short on cash? Pick up some FREE gifts for your
Valentine & design your own Valentines Day button!
Got a Sweet Tooth? Look out for
Cupid on Campus Valentines Day!
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